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Della Ulibarri among 2008 Spanish Market artisans
The Spanish Market
is organized by the
Spanish Colonial Arts
Society, which supports Hispanic artists
through education
programs, grants, and
production of two
annual juried public
markets in July and
December.

Della Ulibarri at her Spanish Market booth

Part-time artist and full-time SFI staffer Della
Ulibarri was accepted into this summer’s Spanish
Market, gaining entry into the exclusive community of artisans on her first attempt.

Della’s selection
allowed her to join
several dozen artists
selling their wares on
the Santa Fe Plaza
July 26-27. She’ll be guaranteed a booth during
the winter event as well.

in northern New Mexico villages in the 1700s
when Hispanic villagers, as a more affordable
substitute for traditional gold inlays on crucifixes
and other objects of worship, invented a process
for adhering straw to wood.
The straw (from hay, corn, or wheat) is split and
flattened, the soft inner pith is scraped away, and
the straw is cut and glued to wood and sprayed
with varnish. The golden straw provides the look
of gold inlay.
Della was born and raised in Truchas, N.M., 35
miles northeast of Santa Fe. She moved to Santa
Fe in 1985. She completed her 20th year at SFI
this summer.
She also displays and sells her art at the Santuario de Chimayo Gift Shop in Chimayo, N.M., and
at local arts and crafts fairs. n
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SFI researchers’ work to be featured
in PBS NOVA program Oct. 28

The program will explore the influence of
fractal geometry in scientific breakthroughs
ranging from wireless communications to
cancer research to the search for solutions
to global climate change.

a taxonomy of financial strategies using the
ecosystem approach.
Taking part in discussions over two days of the
meeting was noted investor, philanthropist, and
political activist George Soros.
One topic was a data set gathered by Doyne’s
collaborators in Taiwan on how individual investors bought and sold assets over the last 15
years. During the meeting Doyne strategized
with participants about how to use this
information.
The workshop was supported by the NSF as
part of an SFI award, “Financial Markets as an
Empirical Laboratory to Study an Evolving Ecology of Human Decision Making.” It also is part
of a larger initiative on financial risk funded in
part by SFI Board of Trustees Chair Bill Miller of
Legg Mason Capital Management. n

Her specialty is straw appliqué, a genre invented

Inside SFI

The work of SFI President and Distinguished
Professor Geoffrey West and Institute External Professors Jim Brown (University of New
Mexico) and Brian Enquist (University of Arizona) will be featured in “Hunting the Hidden
Dimension,” a special presentation of PBS’s
NOVA series to be broadcast Oct. 28.

Market ecologies
continued from page 1

It explains how this area of science was
considered beyond the limits of mathematical understanding well into the 20th century,
but how research that began to reveal the
governing principles of fractals opened new
vistas.
“Hunting the Hidden Dimension” weaves
the latest understanding of fractals into a
mathematical detective story that deepens
understanding of nature and inspires a new
wave of scientific inquiry and innovation,
according to the program’s summary. n

Taxing harm
continued from page 1

You can choose to pay it or you can walk away
[from the behavior].”
Because the taxes are on choices, they are
non-compulsory; and because they are based
on quantifiable harm to others rather than
on some presumed self-harm, they are nonpaternalistic.
The theorem appears in a paper titled
“Pareto Improving Taxes,” co-written with
University of Warwick economics professor
Herakles Polemarchakis and published in
the July issue of the Journal of Mathematical
Economics.

“The idea of taxing an externality is a hundred
years old. Our novel contribution here,” John
explains, “is the idea of a package. We’ve
proven mathematically that when you package
these sorts of taxes together, everyone comes
out better off.”
While any single externality tax may take
something of value from some individuals –
say, by making it costlier to drive during rush
hour, or to smoke – a broad constellation of
such taxes guarantees that each and every
person’s quality of life, as measured by his or
her own beliefs, tastes, and preferences, will
improve on the whole. n
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